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Westliighouse'' Energy Systems 15 355-
nnsburgh Pennsylvania 15230-0355

Gectric Corporation.-

DCP/NRC1192 -
NSD-NRC-97-5497 -
Docket No.: 52-003

December 17,1997-

D :'iment Control Desk
: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION: T.h QUAY

SUI 1 JECT: AP600 RESPONSE TO FSER OPEN ITEMS

- Dear Mr. Quay: g

. Enclosed with this letter are the Westinghouse responses to FSER open items on the AP600. A
summary of the enclosed responses is provided in Table 1. Included in the table is the FSER open
item number, the associated OITS number, and the status to be designated in the Westinghouse status

colemn of OITS.

The NRC should review the enclosure and inform Westinghouse of the status to be designated in the
"NRC Status" column of OITS.

Please contact me on (412) 374-4334 if you haue any questions concerning this transmittal.
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. Ilrian A. McIntpe, h ar.ager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing
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cc: W. C. Iluffman, NRC (Enclosure) y,

/T. J. Kenyon, NRC (Enclosure) b
-

if|J M. Sebrosky, NRC (Enclosure)
-

D. C. Scaletti,' NRC (Enclosure)
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Table 1 -

List of FSER Open items ine't.> led in Letter DCP/NRC1192

FSER Open item OITS Number Westinghouse status in OITS

220.113F 6300 Action N

220.116F 6203- Action N

220.117F 6304 Coafirm W
_

220.ll8F 6305 Confirm W

220.119F 6306 Confirm W

220.121F 6308 Action N
.

220.123F 6310 Action N

220.124F 6311 Confirm W

220.126F 6313 Action N

220.127F 6314 Action N
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Open 15% 220.ll3F (OITS #6300) - '

in the seismic design of the PCCWS tank. Westinghouse assumed that the tank roof slab is rigid and
the out-of plane flexibility of the slab wal not considered. ne stafft review of Westinghouset

- Calculation No.1070 S3R-010 found that the out-of plane frequency of the modified roof slab is'

around 14 ilz wulch is not in the rigid range. According to the venical floor response spectmm at the ,

-- tank roof, the out-of plane design seismic load should increase by 30 to 40 percent. Bis finding
implies that the assumption of a rigid tank roof slah and the exining design of the roof slab are not
acceptable. Westinghouse should consider the out-of-plane flexibility of the slab in the design. 5

Reep<mse:

: Dis was addressed in Westinghouset letter of December 1,1997, DCP/NRCI154. We response is
repeated below.

Calculation No.1070-S3R 010 was reviewed in detail following the meeting with the NRC staff, it
shows a 14 henz male and describes it as " local roo; 2 en." Further investigation identified that this
mc le conespon< led ta a very local mode of the shield tiullding roof and not of the PCS tank roof. ,

his mode has negiigible participation in the shield building roof response.

Additional analyses were perfonned to deteniline the frequency of the PCS tank roof. The ~

fundamental out-of-plane frequency of the PCS tank roof, including the fire protection tank,is 24.5
Henz. Review of the venical floor response spectra at this elevation (SSAR Figure 3.7.2.15, sheet 3)
shows that the amplification is negligible at this frequency.

The 14tiz frequency was incorrectly identitled as the fundamental out of-plane frequency of the mof
slab during the August 11 -15,1997 meeting. Further investigation has demonstrated that the original
design methodology was appropriate.

SSAR Revision:

None

D" 220.113-1
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Open Ithm 228'.i16F (OITS #6303)
'

Westinghouse was requested to provide the basis for classifying the single story porticn of the
Radwaste Building as non-seismic and the high bay area of the Radwaste Building as SC l!. The staff
identined the concern of the seismic design of the radwaste building as Open Item 3.7.2.8-3.

In Revision 9 of SSAR Section 3.7.2.8, Westinghouse stated that the radwaste building is classified as
nonseismic and is designed to the seismic requirements of the UBC Zone 2A with an importance
factor of 1.25. Ilowever, Westinghouse did not make a commitment that the collapse of this building
will not impair the safety function of the Ni structures.

In Revision 12 of SSAR Section 3.7.2.8, Westinghouse, based on the energy balance theory, provided
the analysis procedures which are to be used for demonstrating that the collapse of the radwaste -
building will not caur any damage of the NI stnictures. Because the application of energy balance
for checking potential damages of structures is consistent with the industry practice, it is acceptable to
the staff. Also, in the August i1 through 15,1997 meeting, the staff reviewed the final calculation
(Calculatiou No. 5000-S2C-002) and found that the analysis procedure described in the SSAR was
properly appiled in the evaluation of the impact between the NI and the radwaste building and that the
impact from the radwaste building in the event of an SSE would not impair the integrity of the NI.'

His is acceptable to the staff regarding the potential interaction between the radwaste t>oilding and the
N1 structures. However, Westinghouse revised its commitment and suted in Revision 17 of SSAR
Section 3.7.2.8.2 that the radwaste building is designed to the seismic requirements of UBC, Zone 2A -
with an importance factor of 1.0. Also, the design of this building is based on the assumption that the
building will co!! apse nnder an SSE. However, a collapse of the radwaste building has a potential to
spill or release radwaste and cause personnel exposure. Consequently, a reasonable assurance is
needed to ensure that this building will not collapse at a level of earttquake less than the SSE. Such a
design would be consistent with a design based on UBC Zone 3 requirements as used for the design of
the turbine building by Westinghouse. De staff previously accepted these criteria for ohr advanced
reactors. On this basis, Westinghouse's response to Open Item 3.7.2.8-3 is not acceptable.

Response:

The main function of the AP600 radwaste building is to store solid radwaste including dry active
wastes and solidified wastes from radwaste processing until it is processed or transferred offsite. He
AP600 radwaste building does not contain gaseous radwaste and normally does not contain liquid
radwaste. Dere are provisions for placement of mobile processing systems in the radwaste building to
process some of the liquid radwastes such as wastes from the chemistry lab and wash sinks. He
mobile processing systems may have small tanks which hold limited quantities of liquid waste. The
tds that store liquid wastes for processing are located in the auxiliary building. Processing of wastes
such as filters and spent demineraliter resins that may have significant activity is done within the
auxiliary building not in the radwaste building.

The auxiliary building is a seismic Category I structure. The seismic requirements for the AP600
radwaste building are consistent with Position IV.4. in Branch Technical Position ETSB 11-3 which
states that Regulatory Guide 1.143 seismic criteria are not applicable for structures housing mobile
systems.

M 220.116-1
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The criteria usEfor radwaste buildings in other advance reactor designs is not applicaple for the
AP600. Unlike the AP600, the radwaste buildings in those designs contain tanks and equipment used
to store, process, and solidify liquid wastes.

. SSAR Revision: NONE
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Open Item 2'20:117F (OITS #63(M)

If Category. Il structures are designed using load factors and allowable stresses as discussed, the stress
level can exceed yield stress (fcr AISC) or load demand can be equal to the ultimate load capacity
(for concrete sections). In such a case, Westinghouse should demonstrate that the SC-Il structures,
designed using :he load factor method and allowable stresses in accordance with AISC with a-.

60 percent increase pennitted for the SSE, will not collapse during an SSE or these structures possess
enough margin (ductility reserve) to prevent collapse. However, Wettinghouse did not indicate that
any such design evaluation has been perfonned, Ris was Open item 3.7.2.8-4.

In Revision 9 of SSAR Section 3.7.2, Westinghouse stated that SC-II building structures are designed
for the SSE using the same methods as are used for SC 1 structures. De acceptance criteria are based
on ACI 349 Code for concrete structures and on AISC N690 for steel structures including the
supplemental requirements described in Sections 3.8.4.4.1 and 3.8.4.5 of the SSAR. However.

- Westinghouse should commit in the SSAR that the same design allowables specified in ACI 349 Code
and AISC N690 Standard used for the seismic Category I structures will be used for the design of
scismic Category 11 structures. Herefore, Westinghouse's n.sponse to Open Item 3.7.2.8-4 is not
acceptahic.

Response:

SS AR subsection 3.7.2 currently states that the accep'ance criteria are the same. As requested in the -

open item, the SSAR will be revised to also state tha same design allowables are used.

SSAR Revision:

*

Revise third paragrpah of subsection 3.7.2 as follows:

k Seismic Category I building structures are on the nuclear island. O*her buildmg structures are
classified nonseismic or seismic Category II. Nonseismic structures are analyzed and designed for
seismic loads acconting to the Unifonn Building Code (Reference 2) requirements for Zone 2A.
Seismic Category 11 building structures are designed for the safe shutdown canhquake using the same

i methmis and design allowables as are used for seismic Category I structures. De acceptance criteria
are based on ACI 349 for concrete structures and on AISC N690 for steel r*ructures including the
supplemental requirements described in subsections 3.8.4.4.1 and 3.8.4.5. The seismic Category 11
building structures are constructed to the same requirements 1.s the nonseismic building structures, ACI

,

318 for concrete structures and AISC-S355 for steel structures.

Y Westinghouse:
220.117-1
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Open lie'm 2'20.118F (OITS #6305)

The seismic design basis canhquake for the AP600 structures, systems and components are essentially
defined at the plant grade level in the free field by an SSE with the peak acceleration of 0.3g and the
ground response spectra shown in SSAR Figures 3.7.1 1 and 3.7.12. The seismic design of the Ni
(structures, system and components) is based on the enveloped results from a limited number of site
conditions (soft-to-medicn stiff soil site, upper bound of the soft to-medium stiff soil site, soft rock
site and hant rock site). It is the staff's concem that if these design bases are not satisfied (e.g., the
site condition is not within tne range of site conditions committed in the SSAR) or if the seismic
analysis response envelope used for the design can not envelop the results obtained from some

g potential plant site conditions not included in the three site conditions stated al>ove, the basis
established for the design cenification will no longer apply. In its letter dated March 16,1994, the<-

staff requested Westinghouse to commit in the SSAR that the COL applicant should perfonn an
analysis and evaluation asing the design basis canhquake ground motion and plant specific site
conditions to conllrm the design adequacy of the AP600 design. This was COL Action
item 3.7.2.161 and Open item 3 7.2.16-1.

During the August 11 through 15,1997 meeting and the early revi w meetings, the staff reviewed the
seismic analysis summary repon for each of the four site condition and the seismic analysis summary
report of the updated model, and found that the SSAR commitments for the seismic analysis of the Ni
structures have been properly implemented. ,On this basis, the staff concludes that for the

~

reconciliation analysis by the COL spplicant for sites with site parameters within the bound of those
specified in SSAR Table 2-1 is nd. necessary. However, Westinghouse should commit in the SSAR
that these seismic analysis summary repons are available for the future use. For sites with site
parameters outside the bound of those described in SSAR Table 2-1, Westinghouse committed in
SSAR Section 2.5.2.2 that site specific SSI analyses must be performed by the COL applicant to
demonstrate acceptability of sites that seismic and soil characteristics outside the site parameters in
SS AR Table 2-1. Based on the discussion above, the technical concem of this issue is resolved.
Open item 3.7.2.16-1 will not be closed until Westinghouse commits in the SS AR that the above
mentioned scismic analysis summary repons are available for the future use, in addition, it should be
noted that the design of the Ni structures using the site conditions outside the site parameters specified
in SS AR Table 21, the standard design approval by the staff will not apply.

Response:

SSAR is revised below to describe the seismic analysis summary repon.

If the site specific analyses described in SSAR subsection 2.5.2.2 demonstrate that the stM specific
results are within the acceptance criteria given in subsection 2.5.2.2, then the sites are acceptable and
the design of the Ni stnactures a.e also acceptable. If the site specific results do not satisfy the
acceptance criteria given in subse tion 2.5.2.2, the standant design appmval by the staff will not
apply.

SSAR Revision:

Add'new paragraph as follows at the end of subsection 3.7.2:

,

#
220.118-1
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5.

The seismic analyses of the nuclear island are summarized in a seismic analysis summary report. Thisi

I report describes the development of the finite element models, the soil structure interaction analyses.
I and the results thereof. A separate report provides the floor response spectra for the nuclear is'and.

.

.-

t

4

(W Westirighouse
220.118-2
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Open ite'm 220.119F (OITS #6306)

The staffi review experience with other nuclear power plants suggests that high local stresses may
occur in the vicinity of concentrated masses or discontinuities (such as the equipment hatches and |

personnel air locks). Consequendy, the staff requested that Westinghouse demonstrate that stresses in j

tre vicinity of the concentrated masses calculated based on an equivalent static analysis bound the
hical stresses computed in the dynamic analysis. The staff identified this issue as Open
item 3.8.2.4-3.

During the meeting on August 30 and 31,1995, Westinghouse stated that detailed analyses and the
design ei die containment vessel in the vicinity of concentrated masses are beyond the scope of the
AP600 standard design. However, Westinghouse agreed to modify the SSAR to povide the analysis
pnwedures. Revision il of $3AR Section 3.8.2.4.1.2 fulfills that commitment by providing the
following infonnation:

a detailed description of the mednis to be used for the dynamic analysis of local masses*

tbc approach for analyzing the local buckling potential of the containment shell adjacent to major*

pen-trations

:he criteria for redistributing the stress to.be applied to die shell adjacent to local masses*
,

methods for evaluating the compressive strength of the containment shell in the vicinity of major*

penetrations

After reviewing this new infonnation, the staff concludes that the analysis proceaures provided in the
SSAR are sufficiendy detailed for the future design of contairuner.t vessel elements adjacent to
concentrated masses. However, Westinghouse should commit in the SS AR that the design of
containment vessel elements cdjvent to concentrated masses is an action item for the COL applicant.
Therefore. Onen item 3.8.i.4-3 rema:ns unresolved.

Response:

A COL ltem will be added for evaluation of the containment shell and reinforcement adjacent to
concentrated masses.

SSAR Revision:

Add the following paragrar.h following item 5. in subsection 3.8.2.4.1.2.

I The final design of containment vessel elements (reinforcement) adjac;nt to concentrated masses
I (penetrations) is completed by the Combined License applicant and doctmented in the ASME
I Cale design report.

W Westinghouse
220.119-1
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Revise subsectlon 3.8.6 as follows:

3.8.6 Combined License Information

This-m4ke4w; :" =qu!===:: for e.1Wik=d !P : n-im :e M prm ided in r.uppen cf $c
,

'
Combined License e,t ce:.: . applicants referencing the AP600 cenified design will finalize theliI

"

I . design of contenment vessel elements adjacent to concentrated masses. See subsection 3.8.2.4.1.2 -
I for criteria.

4

2

-

,

J

W Wes;inghouse-
220.n 9-2.
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Open lie'm 2'20.121F (OITS #6308)

%e equation for bending stiffness is valid only if the steel and concrete truly behave as a composite
section. Rus, because the original module design did not include any shear studs to bind together the
steel plates and concrete, the staff asserted that Westinghouse needed to demonstrate the adequacy of
the design based on the assumption of a composite section. De staff identined this requirement as
Open Item 3.8.3.4 3.

In Revision 7 of the SSAR, Westinghouse modified the configuration and design approach for the
concrete filled wall modules. Specifically, the diaphragm plates, witich pn viously connected the two
faceplates, were replaced with steel trusses, in adjition, the horizontal angles welded to the steel
faceplates were replaced by a pattem of steel shear studs. (These shear studs were intended to
cosmect the steel faceplates to the concrete fill, thereby creating composite action of the steel plates
and concrete.) Ris modified design approach treated the faceplates as reinforcing steel, and utilized
ACI 349 as the basis for the wall design. %!s approach is backed-up by a series of tests performed in
Japan and nas been common practice in the industry, ar d therefore is acceptable, provided that the
pattem/ location and design of the studs is properly performed. However, in reviewing the sampled
design calculations for the studs during the meeting on January 14 to 16,1997, the staff found that
Westinghouse failed to demonstrate the adequacy of the stud design criteria, which are needed to an
ensure composite action.

'
~

Westinghouse addressed the staff's concems related to the design criteria for the shear studs in its
letter dated April 10, 1997. Specifically, tha: letter described the method used to design the shear
studs, which is based on the requirements of ANSI /AISC N690 for composite construction with
concrete slabs on steel beams. The criteria used in ANSI /AISC N690 for full composite behavior is
that the strength of the shear connectors over the length of the beam from the int of maximum7

moment to the point of zero moment is greater than the yield strength of the steel beam. This letter
also described the appwch for considering in plane loadings which need to be transferred between
the steel faceplates and the concrete core.

During the meeting at Westinghouse on April 14 through 18,1997, The staff raised a concem that the
design method described in the submittal dated April 10,1997, did not consider the simultaneous
application of in-plane and out-of-plane loads acting on the shear studs. To address this concem,
Westinghouse presented preliminary design c&ulations for Irview, during the xview meeting on
April 14 through 18, 1997, in these calculations, Westinghouse expanded its design method for the
shear studs by considering in plane and out-of-plane loads applied simultaneously. Westinghouse also
demonstrated that, for the design of carbon steel faceplates, the existing design of shear studs meets
the limits allowed by code. hever, for the stainless steel faceplates used for de modules in contact
with water, de staff noted that Westinghouse needed to consider th': combined action of shear studs
and the attached steel angles to meet the code allowable.

Nonetheless, because the shear stud design approach described above follows ANSI /AISC N690
criteria and considers the simultaneous application of the other in plane and out-of plane loads, the
staff found the design method acceptable, with the exception that Westinghouse needed to finalize the
calculation for the staff review. Also, Westinghouse needed to modify the calcuhtion for the studs
attached to the stainless steel plates so that it would consider a concrete strength of 27.58 MPa (4,000
psi) instead of 34.47 MPa (5,000 psi) (to deternine the angle capacity). In addition, Westinghouse

3 Westinghouse 220.121-1
1
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needed td mEfff'y the SSAR. ' description of the trusses to reflect that the trusses are also used to.
develop shear load transfer between the steel faceptates and the concrete core.- Given those

; modification of design cakulations, this open item is considered technically resolved. Ilowever, Open
item 3.8.3.4 3 will not be closed urcil Westinghouse submits the final design calculations and the
revised SSAR for the staff review.

Resp <mw:

Westinghouse has finalized the design calculation for the shear studs as identified in Westinghouse's
letter dated 10/13.97, DCP/NRC1075. This letter stated tint the design calculations were comNae
and that they can be inade available for review.

SSAR subsection 3.8.3.5.3.5 was revised in Revision 12 to reflec. . hat the trusses are also used to
- develop shear load transfer between the steel faceplatts and the concrete core.

SSAR Revision:

None
-

E'

C

.

x
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Open item 22'8.'123F (O!TS #6310)

A structural design review is also required for the containment intemal structures, panicularly because
'

of their unique design details and modular construction techniques. The objectives of the review are
threefold. First, the staff will investigate the manner in which the structural design criteria were
implemented. Second, the staff will attempt to verify that the key structural design calculations have
been perfonned in an acceptable way. Finally, the staff will identdy and assess the safety significance
of particular areas where the containment intemal structures were designed and analyzed using
methods not covered by the SRP guidelines. Rus, the need for a structural design review was
identified as Open item 3.8.3.4-13.

During the meeting on January 14 through 16,1997, the staff reviewed samples of design calculations
for the stmetural modules. In general, these calculations and analyses did adhere to the commitments

= stated in the SSAR. Ilowever, the implementation details were sometimes difficult to follow, several
inconsistencies were noted, and several repons did not appear to be final, in addition, Westinghouse
needed to justify or revise the calculation regarding the shear studs (see the discussion conceming
Open item 3.8.3,4-3), and needed to finalize design calculations for the evaluation of ADS loads.

In addressing the concems described above, Westinghouse presented its final design calculations for
structural modules during the meeting on April 14 through 18, 1997. The staff then reviewed the
following samples of design calculations: ,

,

Calculation No. I100-SUC-101, Revision 2, " Structural Wall biodules - Containment Intemal*

Structures"

Calculation No.1200-SUC-101, Revision 2," Structural hiodule in Areas 5 and 6 Auxiliary*

Bulkling"

Calculation No. I150-ShtC-101, Revision 1. " Framing Design of Operating Deck at El.135.25'-*

Containment Intemal Structures"

Calculation No h1T03 S3C-012 and 018, "flydrodynamic and Prassure Analysis of IRWST"*

Calculation No. I100-StJC-003, Revision 0, " Structural hiodules - Design of Shear Studs"*

As a result of its review, the staff found that Westinghouse's design procedures specified in the SSAR
were not properly implemceted in the design calculations. Rus, the staff requested that Westinghouse
conduct its own review of design calculations and finalize these design calculations for the staff
review. Open item 3.8.3.4-13 remains unresolved.

Resp <mse:

. Westinghouse has conducted its own review of the design calculations and have finalized these design
calculations. Westinghouse letter of 10/13/97, DCP/NRC1075 stated the review and calculations were
complete and can be made available for review.

SSAR Revision: None

T M@lse 220.123-1
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Open Ne'm 22b.'124F (OITS #6311)

in reviewing early design calculations, the staff found that the final design calculations for the shield
building and the PCCWS tank was not available for review. The staff identified this omission as
Open item 3.8.4.4 2.

During meetings conducted in late 1995 and early 1996, the staff reviewed analysis methods and
models used for the design of these two structures, and raised three concems that Westinghouse
needed to address:

(1) The vertical component of the canhquake ground motion tends to lucrease (add to) the water
pressure against the PCCWS tank walls. Westinghouse should consider this pressure in designing

,

the outer tank wall and the connection between the tank wall and the conical toof. Ilowever. i

during discussions with Westinghouse, the staff was informed that the design forces for the outer
tank wall are very low. Westinghouse should demonstrate and justify the adequacy of these
design loads.

(2) Because the conical shell has a relatively shallow slope (35 degrees), a high horizontal component
of the in-plane seismic force in the conical shell (caused by vertical excitation of the tank under
an SSE) should be expected to apply at the top of the tension ring b:am which supports the
conical shell. This horizontal force will (a) induce high hoop stress and significant cracking of

,

tension ring beam, and (b) produce a torsional moment on the tension ring beam and bending
moment at the top of columns supporting the tension ring beam.

Westinghouse should considered these two effects in the tension ring beam design. *

(3) Dming construction, the precast panels of the shield building roof are temporarily supported on the
containment vessel. Consequently, Westinghouse calculated the maximum reaction loads applied
on the containment vessel dome, but indicated that these maximum reaction loads would be
reduced during construction, because of the combination of the following factors: (a) An increas-
ing number of conical roof panels are installed. (b) The stiffness of the overall structure increases
as each panel is erected. Nonetheless, the staff concluded that Westinghouse should evaluate the
significance of these construction loads (potential of buckling) with regard to the containment-

vessel dome.

During the meeting with Westinghouse on December 9 througl 3,1996, the staff reviewed the final
design calculations for the shield building roof structures (including the PCCWS tank). As a result of
that review, the staff found that the assumptions, modeling techniques, and analysis methods were
reasonable and met the guidelines prescribed in the SRP. Moreover, the ' analysis yielded results
comparable to those obtained from the staff's confirmatory analysis. In addition, Westinghouse ~
demonstrated that the construction loads applied on the containment vessel are insignificant and will
not cause any buckling of the vessel. However, the torsional moment calculated by Westinghouse for
the tension ring beam was much lower than that obtained from the confirmatory analysis 'lhe staff

. therefore concluded that in onter to ensure the design adequacy of this ring beam, Westinghouse
should regenerate the torsional moment on the tension ring beam and upgrade the design as needed.

Early in 1997, Westinghouse revised the PCCWS tank structures as a result of the post 72 hour action

"
220.124-1
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requirements. _ Westinghouse also oerfonned an updated analysis (consistent with the modified 3D
tank model) to evaluate the impact of the revised shield building roof structures on the overall AP600
design.- In the meeting on August i1 through 15,1997, the staff reviewed Westinghouset final
analysis and design calculations. As a result of this review, the staff found that Westinghouse had
properly incorporated the design changes in the revised model, and the analysis and design met the
guideline prescribed in the SRP. Nonetheless, the staff identified the follong four technical . 6

concems:

(1) Me design drawings do not show the vertical reinforcement in both sides of the air inlet columns.
Tne design drawings should also specify the length of these rebars.

(2) In Section 3.8.4.4.1 of the SSAR Westinghouse committed to meet the requirements defined in
Chapter 21 of ACI 318, which state that in order to resist shear forces, stirmps should be provided
with 135 degree hooks at both ends of the rebars. However, Westinghouse used double-U bars for
the hoop reinforcement (or stirrups) at the air iruct columns, tension ring beam, and compression
ring beam. Also, in the air inlet columns, Westinghouse did not extend the shear hoop
reinforcement (stirmps) and cross ties above and below air inlet openings. The use of .ouble-U
bars for the shear reinforcement does not meet the SSAR commitment.

(3) The staff identified cenain inconsistencies between the design drawings and the summary table in
Appendix 25 to Calculation No,1277-SX'-006, and design deficiencies as follows: .

(a) The design drawing of the conical shell roof at the tension ring beam shows that a bottom
2 2radial reinforcement of 45.29 cm /m (2.14 in /ft) is needed at the columns, and c bottom radial

2 2reinforcement of 37.66 cm /m (1.78 in /fts over the air inlet. However, Table Il.6 of
Appendix !I in calculation No.1277 S3C-006 shows that only one #9 rebar is provided above
the air inlet, and none at the columns. Also, the drawing shows the bottom reinforcement'

discontinued at the end of conical roof.

2 2(b) The conical roof at the compression ring beam shows that an amount of 13.16 cm (2.04 in )
bottom radial reinforcement is needed. Table 11.6 of Appendix !I in calculation No.1277-
S3C406 shows no reinforcement provided Also, the drawing also shows the bottom
reinforcement discontinued at the compression sing.

(c) 1he conical shell roof at the intemal I'CCWS tank wall shows that nine #9 rebars were
pnwided for the hoop reinforcement at the top and bottom faces. However, the design
drawing shows that 18 W rebars were pmvided, but they are not pmperly distribtaed at the top
and bottom faces.

(4) As discussed in Section 3,7.2 above, Westinghouse failed to consider the out-of plane vibration in
the nof slab design.

On the basis discussed above, Westinghouse's desi n of the shield building roof structures is notF

acceptable and Open item 3.8.4.4-2 remairis unresolved.

t

T Westinghouse 220.m-2
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-Open item 220.126F (OITS # 6313)

As part of design and analysis procedures, Westinghouse should prepare and document design reports
for all SC-1 structures, in accordance with the guideline prescribed in Appendix C to Section 3.8.4 of
the SRP. In its submittal dated June 30,1994, Westinghouse agreed to prepare a design report for
each of the following structures and buildings:

,

Ni foundation mat-

auxiliary building-

contaltunent intemal structures-

-- shield building

Westinghouse also stated that these design reports will not be included in the SSAR, but will be
available for NRC audit, and will be updated during construction to incorporate L-procured and as-
constructed infomiation. The staff finds that Westinghousei commitment to prepare the design reports
for each of the safety related structures * ;ets the guidelines of Appendi.t C to Section 3.8.4 of the j

SRP and, thus, is acceptable, llowever, the list of comt ,ents provided in Westinghousch submittal
dcted June 30,1994, should also include the in contat * at refueling water storage tank (IRWST) (as
part of the containment intemal structures), and (2) the air baffle (as part of shield building). The
staff identitled this concem as Open Item 3.8.4.4 7.

.-

In the meeting on April 25 through 27,1995, the staff raised several technical concems pertal dng to
the air batfle design. Westinghouse responded by presenting a new preliminary design for the
containment air baffic. During the rneeting on January 14 through 17,1997, Westinghouse presented
the design calculations for the containment air baffle. After reviewing the new information, the staff
found that Westinghousei design meets the requirements of ANSI /AISC N690-84 and, therefore, is
acceptable. However, Westinghouset design did not consider the air flow fluctuations and the2

potential for flow induced vibration / fatigue failure, in addressing these two technical concems during
the meeting on April I4 threugh 16,1997, Wes:inghouse provided preliminary design infennation for
review. The stafft review of the draft infor' nation found that Westinghouse had, in fact, considered ,

the effect of air llow flucNations and the potential for flow-induced vibration / fatigue failure. On this
basis, the staff conclud:d that the concem reganling the design of the containment air baffle is
technic:dly resolved. However, Open item 3.8.4.4-7 will not be closed until Westinghouse submits the -
ilnal design calculatiens.m

Response:

Westinghouse addressed the effect of air flow fluctuations and the potential for flow-induced
vibration / fatigue failure of the containment air baftle in the letter of June 11,1997, DCP/NRC0908.
No changes were required in 4 final design calculations which were previously reviewed by the
NRC staff.

SSAR Revision:

Noite

T Westinghouse*
220.126-1
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Open Item 2I0'.127F (OITS # 6314)

in addition to the open items discuss d above from section 3.8.4.4, the staff raised one issue during its
review of the AP600 design calcu'ations._ Specifically, the SSAR stated that the embedded exterior
(peripheral) walls of SC 1 structures in the AP600 Ni are designed to resist the worst-case lateral earth
pressure loads. Ilowever, during the design review meetings, the staff found that the soil pressun-
used for the wall design was much lower than the passive soil pressure used for the Ni sliding
analysis. The staff also found that the wall design did not account for the dynamic soil pressure
attributable to the structure to-structure interaction effects from the adjacent structures (turbine
building, annex bulklings, and radwaste building). In addition, to enhance the resistance to the high
shear stress attnbutable to the extemal carth pressure (both static and dynamic), Westinghouse applied
heavy shear reinforcement at various locations, such as the juxtion between walls and the foundation
m at. Ilowever, with relatively thin walls (the wait thickness at the junction with the foundation: mat is
91.44 cm (3 ft]), the congestion of reinforcement at these locations may cause reduction of shear
resistance of the walls. Westingliouse should cui. sider these concerns in the linal design of these

*

1 walls. Viis issue remains unresolved.

Resp <mse:

This open item does not include reva af the latest design information that has been included in the
SS AR and the d sign calculations that were :eviewed by NRC staff during 1997. As stated in section
3.8.4.4.1.of the SSAR, the exterior walls of the seismic Category I structures below the grade are
designed to resist the worst case lateral canh pressure loade (static and dynamic), including full,

'

passive earth pressure. Die design accounts for the dynamic soil pressure, described in Appendix 2C,
attributable to the structure to-structure interaction effects from the adjacent structures (turbine
building, aruicx buihlings, and radwaste building).

h the structural design review meeting on December 9 through 13,1996, the NRC and its consultants
icviewed the " Design Approach and Summary Report - Nuclear Island Basemat" , and the design
calce'.ation and reinforcement drawings for " Auxiliary Building - Wall 1" . Biese documents show
that the wall is designed for all applicable loads, including full passive canh pressure and dynamic soil

'pressure attributable to structure to-structure interaction effects from the adjacent structuras.

SSAR Revision:

- None

"
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